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by Don L~ub
If there is an increase in
Edward A. Roberts, Chair.Attention all Baruch students!
SUNY,"' . tuition,' there will person of the University Student'
Prepare to dig deeper into your
certainly be a corresponding .Senate, which represents 180,000
pockets for some, extra cash!
increase in the City University' of CUNY students, joined Mi.
Hopefully" you . will find
New York (CUNY) tuition. State Lowell's attack on the proposed
"something there besides holes and
budget -director Howard Miller' tuition increase. "Any increase In,
used tissues. If Governor Carey
wants this increase at SUNY to our tuition, which already is one
and. Mayor Koch have their way,"
finance' debt service for con- of the highest for' public in-tuition for full time students will
.
H owever, In
. t h e CUNY stitutions for higher education' in
strucnon.
be raised $100 per year, and for . system tuition pays for a share of the country, will accelerate the
. .part ~i~. e S!Uden. t~, $5 per credit.
the operating 'budge!~ot con- enrollment deeline. It is 00-----.-'These Increases will pI obablytake-- strlfction--:-1)espile--ifle~i~conscIOnable that the Governor
effect in.September, 1979.
ferences, Miller wants a tuition would even consider a tuition.
As'of right now, these increases
hike- imposed in CUNY . as a increase which would slam the
are still proposals and arenot yet
matter of "equity and parity."
door of opportunity upon
official. But indications are that,
. Stanley H. Lowell, Chairman thousands and thousands of
yes indeed, they will soon become
of the Committee for Public students in the state."
fact.'
Higher
Education
replies.'
Statistics' compiled by the
According to Associated Press
"According to the Regents 1978 Professional Staff Congress and
reports,
Governor Carey's
Progress' Report, onlySOOJo of the
National 'Council on
-budget, which was released on
CUNY's senior, college buildings Financing of Postsecondary
'January- 30;. allocated' a' $32
are considered to' be in Education bear out Mr. Roberts's :
million .increase . to the State
satisfactory condition. Equit
charges, First, as to his.assertion
University of New York. (SUNY)
and: parity should mean mort that' CUNY tuition is' high, the
The chancellor . ' of the State
positive action by the State to Professional Staff Congress says
University, Clifton Wharton.v / insure the provision of adequate' that the averageCVNY tuition is
. requested a' $78 million increase.
public' higher education facilities' now $902 per year. The average .
. ~he.. diff~r~nc~ will h~~e to be
for all -of its college going for all public colleges and. '
'" ·a4~up.ln.1Dcre~~.~~tlOB.
, . re~idents.H '.,. _. . .
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Attempted' Rape

-l

~

:.l

~

..~

otherwise he would shoot her.
ing inrersession, e.g. finals, etc.
After ten minutes had lapsed she Mr. Manning then hired i female
A Baruch Student, while ernptying her locker situated on the
came down-and spoke to me. Irn- guard to' increase patrol in the
sixth floor of the 23rdStreet
mediately I called the rest of women's locker room area. He is
.building, was approached by a
Security to investigate the matter also planning to install an alarm
an armed with a gun. At the
further. They searched t he
system.
time of the incident' the perbuilding and came. up with
When confronted with the
,petrator kept his identity a secret
nothing."
question of whether his security
'by wearing .a ski mask over his
Mr. Harper stated that during guards should carry guns or
face. .
the time that lapsed from when
clubs, Mr. Manning said, "That
The student (whose identity is
the incident occurred and when
would be against the academic
.--- DaloChin
the police arrived, ..-the gunman tradition of the College to have
being withheld for obvious reas'by Amit Govl.
. Student Activity Fee, was ons), emerged from this terrifying
could have been miles away. H~ arms. This incident is unusual and
In the recent college-wide day
defeated by a vote of 731 against experience unharmed by followalso added, "When' the girl's to react to it by putting armed.
-,
session Student' Government
and 532 for the change.
ing the gunman's orders.
father came, she was close to hav- guards on patrol' would be. an
elections, Charles Stuto .(ABBA
Approximately 8000 ballots
According to Bonnie Oberman
ing a nervous breakdown."
over-reaction.. We do have nightparty) was elected President of
were mailed out and by the of the Physical Education Depart-After the gunman left, the girl sticks available for use on night
the organization. Charles suedeadline of January 10, 1979, menr; this is what happened: "A
was imrnediately uaken xo the shifts and on weekend shifts when
ceeded in defeating Walter
only 1449 ballots were returned, girl was assaulted in the ladies'
Medical Office where she under- there are no students at the Col·Barandiaran . (Ind.), Deborah
of wmch six were not counted locker room at gunpoint by a man
went testing and it was discovered lege." ":
Waters (USA), Hank Testa (CBS)
because the return control wearing a ski mask. The 'gunman . that she had not been raped.
Mr. Manning said that for the
and Chris Niles (Ind.).
numbered envelope. was not made her disrobe and then took
Mr. Harper uttered, "Thank time being he has increased patrol
'On ·the winning side is also
signed in- accordance with the her money and her jewelry and
God he didn 'tharrn her, she is a in the area of the ladies' locker
Dalo Chin (USA) who beat out .rule's, leaving 1443 ballots _ left." This information Was later
student." He also said, "I think room. He also stated that the
four other candidates for. the" countedin all. Furthermore, since verified by -Mr. George Manning
they should set up a desk in the . President of the College-expressed
Treasurer's position. In his the VOtes were very close in the Director of Security at
lobby of all the centers and make his concern and authorized any
'victory comments, Dalo pointed' several. categories, including the Baruch.
the students show their LD. cards reasonable expenditures.
out, "My.victory emphasizes that
margin for the president's seat, a
' Mr. Ed Harper, a SpecialOffiin order to get into the building at - '~'PQe of the problems of patrol." . foreign-bom-'Students_do .havea . recount was caned for. .
cer with the Security Department, .' . exam time, at registration, durjng ~irit_ Baruch CoUegewhich is difchance andean make it if they try
. The final vote 'count for the' said' the incident . occurred on
the holidays and at all other times ferent from many other colbard."
.
president's .. position was as Thursday the i8~h of January-at
when classes are not-insession.'
'leges,"MJ_ Manning said.. "is
hi addition to-the election for
follows:
about 10:30 a . m . " , ' Mr. ~rgeManning has.been .that· Barucb -has isolated buildthe studentofficers andassembly,
President
The girl approachedMr, Harp-"the Director of Security atBaruch ings. We don't have an enclosed .
two referendums w~re also up for
·(1401 out of 1443 voting)
er at abo.luIO:4S'whel"euponhesince MayO.f' ·197.8...Wnen he perimeter. It 'males our job
. ,
vote. First ref~duin,~lingfor ~C.HARLESSTUlO - 369.
'. -. immediately contacted.the ·police.· ". learned 'of' the': inCident' his first " harder."
anew constitUtion was approved
W~ter Barandiaran
..334 ~ .' The police did not arrive ai . objecl;iv~ 'was to close the gym
When asked if he could reas-' . , .
a vote of 6S6,' for' arid -513: De~r~Waters
"327 _ . Baruch
about 11:15.. "
.~ ._when it wasn't' in use; but he sure-the students with some..ad- --,.:~
u_'._ .'" '- .~-.~ agaiOst.~
---ibi'--,8ea>nd- -'cJhDkT~ta'~·:-- ,.'.
. iiJi'.· '. n_~According io-Mr~Harger~'·'~·He~abruptlf said-'tlJai't hi~' move .·vjce-'Mt:-MaijniIlS--said;·..·~e~re.-'-·--·--'- .......
J> .·t\:'
re.~ferCDdum,·· asking .for " a ' Chris Niles'
. . . . i04'
::(1he'g~dm;m) totd'hCr~ott~iJo ~ w~uld ·.~o.r be feasib(~·beCaUSe of. always looking to ·:upgrade~.our
.' t:-·..-:. '.
~tCatfOO"o(.':~. ~i(iji'~> ~:~:~.
,', -·.. ,·COnt.on~pJ.8":·. anYthing'~for.~~j~oiiR~t~tb€c()ristailt Use'ortlle'gym dtir-COiJI.·oifj:i:-' .' '--- ... ." ,. .... .
y Keith Almodovar
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OpenPositions
on
TICKER
Editor-In-Chief
and
Business
Manager

Attendance Requirement
b)' Ami. GO\'i1
Sophomores must be dropped
Effective this spring semester.
with a WU grade if their absences
Juniors and 'Seniors will be
exceed the allowable margin.
subject to the same attendance
Deepak Puri,a Junior feels
requirements as . freshm'en, and
(hat this new ruling is "absurd
sophomores.
.
because ~nce you are a Junioror
This new ruling means that an
a Senior you are mature enough
instructor may give a Junior or
to decide whether you should go
Senior a grade ofWU (which
to a class or not without
counts as a failing grade in the
somebody having to force you;
student's scholastic index) at any" obviously if you are not doing
time during the term if a student
well in the course you are only
is absent for more than twice the' hurting yourself more by .not
.number of 'hours a class meets
going but if you feel you don't
.weekly. However.. Freshmen-and .~ 'na'Ve'to'; you.shouldn't be forced

Send to Ticker Office
by Feb. 20 - 9:'00 AM
,
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to.
However . another Junior
remarked... It doesn't affect me .
at all; the only people who are
affected by the new "attendance
requirements are students who
habitually Cut for no reasons," he
continues by saying, "There is' no
real distinction between this new
rule or the one previously in-effect
because ifan instructor wished to
fail you fOT lack of attendance he
could have easily done so. before
also."
. ' ,. '. _
_.. ":_,:. :.".~ ,::.:: ';': ~""<"~'~':')
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'VietaaDIVeterans .Acto· .' Mr. .Andron Addresses Fin~Eco Forum
by DOd Laub',
Welccme back, Veterans" to the
hallowed halls of Baruch Cot·llege. .(Please note that I said
hallowed, not. hollowed)
.
. I hope

, regulation resulting in a drop in
investment. 'Mr. Andron pointed
out 1hat Mobil has cut the investments that they are making to
an absolute minimum. In short,
investment and new technology
are being stifled. '
THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
I. The g ov er n m e n t should
under ta ke
cosrz b en e f i r
analyses. {For all
you
e c o n o rn i c majors-if the
marginal cost of regulation is
greater than the marginal
revenue, the regulation serves
no useful purpose.
2. The importance of market
determination must be rein- f or ce d . While Mr. Andron
agrees that some regulation is
neces sar y, he feels that the
manner in which it is imposed
is ,arbitrary. He strongly
believes that industry should.
be consulted. However, under
the present format, the regulatory agencies do not ask industry for input.
3. Sunset laws must be Instituted and executed. Sunset
laws are timetables which, are
. us~d to deter~inewhether a
regulation is effective o'rup-tod-ate:"-jf'not;- ihe-' r~gu'J~'ij~'n-'
should be phased out. The problem in effecting sunset laws is
simply that no one in government wants to legislate themselves out of a job.

~-....

you all did well with exams and
registration, and are ready to face
'the . rigors of another grueling
semester at. the school located at.
those. famous!?! crossroads of
23rd Street an~
xing tori
Avenue.
~ '

As a champion of-free enterprise, this writer agrees that
t he costs of regulation han:
escalated to the point wherc
they perhaps do outweight the
benefits. Mr. Andron's point
-was well-taken, but we qucs-:
tion the response of industry 10
. this "growing regulatory, menace," i.e., too little action, toolate in the game.

Dr. Douthit was a dedicated
applied social scientist who
specialized in counseling. the
socially disadvantaged arid the
disabled. As one of the founding
members of the CUNY Committee for the. Disabled, she
played an active rolein furthering
the Committee's ultimate goal:
i ndependence
for
diabled
students. In memory of her good
works, a scholarship fund has
been established.
This year, two awards ,of fiftydollars each wi'll be given to senior
college students, one ba~ed on
. scholarship and the other on
service. Applicants must be
physically disabled,
Applications are available In
the Office of the Dean· of
Students, Room 1702, and the
Counseling Office, Room 1735,
both at 360 Park AvenueSo,!th:
Completed applications should be_.
. returned to Dr.· Florence W,,-

So that students can readily
complete their various transactions with the College, the
following offices will 'be open to
students daily from ·9: 15 AM to
4:45 PM: Admissions, Registrar,
Financial Aid.iand Bursar.
Evening hours will be as follows:
Admissions
.and Regis- Monday through
trar
Thursday
5:30 PM to 8:00 PM
Financial
Monday through
Aid
Thursday
5:00 PM to 7:30 PM·
Bursar
Monday, 'Tuesday,
and Thursday
5':00 PM to 7:00 PM

Weather
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, If it becomes necessary. to
cancel classes because of severe
weather conditions or other
emergencies, notification will be
broadcast on the following radio
stations throughout the day of the
emergency:
WNYC
830 AM and FM
WINS
1010 AM
WADO
1230 AM (Spanish
Speaking)
WOR
710 AM
WNEW
1130 AM, 102.7 FM
WCBS
880 AM
An announcement will ,indicate
whether day, evening, or day and
evening classes are cancelled.
1f classes are cancelled, all staff
except those designated. to provide
emergency. coverage are released
without charge to leave balances.
The
College
switchboard,
.725-3000, and the President's Office, 725-3232, will be staffed by
employees who have agreed' to
provide emergency coverage.
, When.. last-minute emergency
conditions require an, early
closing. of the College, the Per-.
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officeas promptly as possible.'
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Emergencies

The 4th floor bridge
between the. Student
Center and the 23r.d St.
Building is now opened.
The bridge is located in
.staircase by 4N.
.~

.'I.U )'5'N'

"

...

.

.... ,

,-~,

_ This speaking engagement is
one of the many that the Fin&;.0, Forum .has .scheduled j'or
the 78-79'seaSon. 'We' hope a l l '
of you willjoin us-in the future
".
. for ca'previewof -t'he' ~nandie'C::---:,-" '. ""'---''::
facingcor'porate Arncr ica io~. "'.. -,--_._day and tomorrow.

CHANNEL THIRTEEN'S
BIGGEST
PLEDGE DRIVE
To Volunteer calf
Volunteer Center Thirteen
(212) 560-3042
or
(212) 560-2711
public service advertisement

Siegel in the Office of the Dean of
Students, no later than March 16,
1979.
Thank you.'

• ~'

***

To Answer Phones For

e

-'

Mr. Andron's presentation
was thought-provoking to sav
'the least. The group -immcnse'ly enjoyed his crisp de livery
and friendly manner. He undoubtedly knows his subject
thoroughly and he stood up
well under the barage of Questions. Mr. Andron s t u d ie d
Chemical Engineering at Columbia University and received
his MBA from Harvard.

VOLUNTEER

Student Services Announcements
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Editorial
STUTO AS "PRESIDENT"
On February 5, Charlie Stuto becomes the second sop omore in
succession to win the Day Session Student Government residency.
With this victory, Charlie must accept the re ponsibilities and
problems that go 'with his title. The question that hould be asked, is
he ready to handle that job. For a President, who wins by only 30
votes; in an election with only 1,400 votes cast; he is clearly not the
superior or unanimous choice of the students-considering his past
actions as the Freshman Vice President of the School of Liberal
Arts, in which he addressed himself to only one issue of that School
problems in his term of office. You must question his ability to
address himself to the immediate problems at hand for students and .,
himself.
For example, he must now try to unite the various factions in
Baruch loa common understanding. Yet, we find it difficult to
believe that he can achieve this because of his reluctance towards
compromising with others. He must change his attitude from one of
work withme on I1JY terms or not at all. Unless Charlie can unite the
students of Baruch, he will not be able to effectively represent
Baruch students. However, the paper must say that Charlie has
made a poor start of uniting students when he considers Treasurer,
Dalo Chin, as only his bookkeeper.
When considering some of the problems of students that Stuto
must attempt to resolve, one may only look to where you are now
reading this newspaper, which should be in one of Baruch's
numerous well furnished lounges.(?) However, in reality, many
students will probably be reading this paper in one of Baruch's
overcrowded' and overpriced cafeterias. Yet, Stuto prefers- to use his
time and our money to refurnish the Marble Lounge to
Coffeehouse. In addition, Stuto sees Student Government as only a
policy maker and not as a means to enhance student life. In effect,
he does not plan to be involved with the planning or organizing of
any student event. Hisjnvolvernent with student events will be to
allocate money to a committee, and let them go on their own, of
course, with his watchful eye.
Yet, this paper is willing to give Stuto the opportunity to show
. that we are wrong in our present view of him. We hope that for the
benefit of all students, that he will be able to resolve these problems.
We would like to wish the Sentry Newspaper good luck in its
attempt to increase the flow of information to students.
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-The greatest potential health
hazard is presented by sidestream
smoke; the smoke from the burning end of a cigarette. According
to a pamphlet issues by the
American Cancer Society, t here is
twice as much tar and nicotine in
sidestrearn smoke as compared
with mainstream smoke; the
smoke inhaled by the smoker. In
addition, sidestream smoke contains three times as much 3-4
benzpyrene, a suspected cancercausing agent, five' times as much
carbon monoxide, which causes
shortages of oxygen in red blood
cells, and there is now evidence
that sidestream smoke contains
cadmium, a highly noxious compound suspected of causing hypertension,emphysema, chronic
bronchitis, and damage to the air
sacs of the lupgs.
Edward Z. Finger, a Senior
Planning Advisor and Pollutions
Controls Expert for the Federal
Environmental Protection Agency, told me last April, "Sidestream smoke, especially in enclosed areas, is quite hazardous in
the respect it can raise the carbon
monoxide level to a dangerously
high proportion. This can have
(the aforementioned) serious consequences for persons in the room
.(i.e.) who are not only exposed to
.sidestrearn smoke, but te mainstream smoke as well. "
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Letters

To the editor:
With the advent of a new
semester, it is sad to note there
will remain a perennial
problem-smoking in the
classroom while class is in session.
As a no-nsmoker, I find the
smoke to be irritating, distracting, and a hinderance to my
ability to concentrate. The posted
signs prohibiting smoking in
classrooms are generally ignored,
despite the fact that they were
placed there to protect the nonsmoker. Well I, for one, am as
mad as hell about this and am not
going to takeit any more!
As a reporter for The Ticker, I
have already taken steps to dis-·
cover who is responsible for placing these signs in classrooms. and
what the consequences are, if any,
for smoking in class. Once these
facts are known, I will report
them to you.
Not too long ago I researched
the effects tobacco smoke has on
the nonsmoker. The results are
fascinating, and it is with this
reason that I now make this
known to all students, faculty,
and administrators-particularly
the nonsmokers.

.
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It's a shame that too many nonsmokers are acquiescent to tobacco smoke. Ina recent experiment,
twenty nonsmokers were placed
in a room with 25 smokers. After
a half-hour, a dense accumulation
of smoke pervaded the air. Despite.' eye.' frri'(~lions,' coughing,
'and''- . in,' ,5enle ''Cases, -headaches;
~,

...

-- .

.

only five of the nonsmokers verbally objected to the smoke.
Of further interest is the revelation that the seat next to the
smoker is the most dangerous
place to be. Researchers ha vc
found that smoking seven cigarettes in one hour (about t hc
average dur at ion of a class at
Baruch), even in a vcnt illatcd
room, created carbon monoxide
levels of 20 p.p.m. (pans per
million). Exposure to more than
10 p.p.m. is considered dangerous.
In the seat next to the smoker the
level shot up to 90 p.p.m., almost
twice the maximum .set for indust ry!
While cigarette smoke is the
major culprit in causing high carbon monoxide levels. cigars and
pipes also greatly contribute to
this problem. The amount of carbon monoxide generated from
- one cigar. in fact, is twice as high
as from three cigarettes smoked
simultaneously. And pipes, because of the amount of time [hey'
burn, are almost equally as
dangerous. Also. because tobacco
smoke creates' a high electrical
potential and the human body,
because it is water-filled has a low
one, the smoke tends to cling to
the skin' and clothes. Therefore,
tobacco smoke" .not only causes'
danger to the body's interior, but
causes the body's exterior to reek
of this foul odor as well.
Although there seems to be no
escape. from the ubiquitous menace of tobacco smoke, the nonsmoker. does have rights to pro'teet his health. In January, 1974.
the National Interagency ~9!Ulcil
on' Smoking and Health signed
and. adCqJte9:a~onsrrioket'
s Bill
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by Diane Salvatore
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.THE 'tICKea' ,

As we move into a new
semester, the spring semester in
fact; it has been decreed that this,
will be thetime to reintroduce into the vocabulary; certain archaic
tcrrnonology-e-words
like optim ism,
di s c over y ,
a!! d
awareness. part of this springtime
reeducat ion includes dicovering
the Baruch campus•. a phrase,
which most Baruch students consider a contradiction of terms.
But fear not-this need not any
longer hold true! All one need do
is cultivaste a small amount of
scnsit ivity for the city, and in n
time, one will not only have
become aware of some of the architecture one has become
calloused to. but one will also
have at hand an endless cource of
trivia facts that will never cease to
dazzle and impress one's next
date.
Yet in all seriousness, it is
discouraging to. realize that the
average Baruchstudent does not
know that the college is located
near one of the city's most
nostalgic landmarks. On the
triangular-shaped intersection
created by Broadway and Fifth at
23rd Street, is situated the twentyone story Flatiron Building, completed by D. H. Burnham in 1902.
The cost of the building and land
was $4,000,000, but upon completion stood as one of the city's
early engineering triumphs.
The curious aspect' of the
Flatiron Building is, of course, its
shape, which is triangular, a~a
:--- ------.;'-a-."""csult of the shape of the plotof
land it is built, on. It was one of
the earliest skyscrapers-in fact,
the first built with a steel frame"
and was the tallest building in the
city before the Chrysler Building.
But the lure of the Flatiron
Building (crisiened Fuller, but
nick-named Flatiron because of
its resemblance to the old time
nat irons) is its personality, It is
carved ornately, decked with
eight-story hanging oriels, and is
rounded off at its front end at a
widt h of only six 'feet. Because of
this triangular shape, it has
created gale winds that have famed this corner as the windiest corner in t he city, This bit of
fascinating fact is unfortunately discovered quite rudely by unsuspecting passerbys who are
swept and/ or launched across this

,

by Racbelle Stanton
, , TheSpring /~erm is now upon
, -U:S, and nowis the time for a mid-

Government is' always encour-.
aged, don't let. them interfere
with' your school work. The

yearpep-talk.
' Tothe freshmen that joined the

president of student government
. doesn't give out degrees. Baruch'
Baruch family last fall, you- 'haveCoUege does, and there isn't a club'
now discovered the fun of picking
or organization -,in .the school
" your' own courses. your own time
worth getting debarred for, ~o
.schedule, meeting new people,

matter .what anyone says.,

and reuniting' with old school
friends. But you have discovered,

that 'along

with these new
privileges. there are certain
catches, like having to pass those
same courses. in' order to succeed
here-at Baruch. By now you have
had two chances to experience
what Baruch jokingly refers to as
registration, and you" have
managed to gel through . ypur
finals with a minimum amount of
trouble. You can now breathe,
easy; after your first semester, it's
all downhill.

street, leaving only a trail of hats.
scarves, and curses behind.
And for all old movie buffs __
who have a soft spot in their
hearts for the expression •'twentythree skidoo," it is interestin..g to
know that the expression can be
traced to the Flatiron Building.
(Yes!) When these' gale winds
were discovered, certain New
York .girl-watchers, 'in their .inimitable fashion, found away to
make the best of the situation.
They, would congregate on the
corner during the tong-skirted,
pre-war era and. hope for a glimpse of ankle or more. At this point,
manv a policeman was busy
"skidoo-ing" them away.
The Flatiron Building is also
one of the few buildings left to
still use hydrolically powered
elevators. and if the reader is. not
yet irnpresed, please note that this
building is owned by the same real
estate millionaire who owns the
Empire State Building.
In its prime. the Flatiron
replaced Madison Square as a
social center, but alas, by 1908,
even the Flatiron was outclassed
bv.- another Baruch neighbor, the
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Building, which soars seven hun-

-

.

,

While there is a shortage of,
,leisUre space atBaruchjand there. _'
are facilities for"your enj(jymeilt, .
the best way~,~
,leave' Baruch
without your' 'DBA is' to spend

io.:.

more ", time, energy and ,money
lighting up' than reading up.
Again. his just a" matter of
priorities. '
. There' are faces' and names here ,
at Baruch that will be familiar to ' - you. 'who have been here a .good
long time. Those same faces will '
probably be here, w~en you,
graduate. Try very hard' not, to
become "part.of the fixtures.",

To the new freshmen and
transfer students who are joining
Baruch for the first time this
An added note to students
term, welcome. You also have taking remedial math and English
experienced
registration
at
courses: sacrifice a little fun- time
Baruch; but don't worry, the
and pass those courses now, as
shock will wear off in. about ten
you are not getting any credits for
days. It may take you a few days
the hours spent in these classes.
to get yourselves settled and
Later on when you are taking
oriented, but soon you will be
credit courses, you will have the
ducking 'the vagrants of 23rd
leisure time you sacrificed before.
street just ~ skillfully as the rest
If it sounds like a lot of
of us. Just remember: to get to the
preaching, it's meant to. Too
gym on the sixth floor, walk all maaystudenrs comeinto Baruch
the way to the back of the locker. with very noble aspirations: only
room.
to have cards, smoke, clubs and
There are a number of ways to Student Government activities
assure that 'your stay here at sidetrack them from what is
Baruch is at best. temporary. important;' with, -what' ,ap'pe~~
.....,.~-----=
Remember, .the ,.'number- one impo'rtant'at"the moment. The
reason why you are atBaruch is editors and staff' o~_ the Ticker
to ,teav~ with a rdegree. ~While " Want you to graduate. Good
participating in clubs arid Student "Luck.

dred feet into the air. Its front
peers down on Madison Avenue,
and it sports a four-faced clock,
each face measurmg twenty-six
and a half feet in diameter. The
hour har.ds weiah ..seven hundred
pounds a piece and the minute
hands, a half ton each. And for
all those first encountering the
quarter-hour ly chiming (as an appreciative friend of this-author
put it • "Howdo you 'take all
those damn bells!") it is interesting I.O learn that the heaviest
chime weighs in at seven thousand
pounds.
Hopefully, this banrar will
have, if nothing else, made someone more aware of either one
t housnad pound minute hands or
what articles fright ful bores at
parties quote. Even more hopefully, however, it will have made someone feel a bit better about the
potential for this spring semester.
or given someone else an excuse
for srnilinz hard on t he subway.
.
So put some spring in your
semester. and next rime you're
shafted acrovs 23rd Street at Fifth
and Broadway, consider it one
point for history, one point for,
architecture, and one point' for
the Baruch campus.

-

BARUCH COLLEGE
VETERANS ASSOCIATION
(BCVA)
ALL VETS WELCOME TO
First Meetingof Spring Semester
Thursday Feb -. 15,197912 Noon
Room 1701 360 Park Ave. South
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Get Involved At Barach
b~'

....

'

mi..,

Miles A. Hintzen
ordeals of -Bar uch r egiarrarion,
The beginning of each new
you no doubt feel dishevelled and
semester is for me always a time
are wondering "\Vhat next?" To
of sadness and of joy, the sadness
be sure, many of you will be excomes about because so many of
cited about your first encounters
my friends, have graduated the
at one of the best and finest
previous semester and have
academic institutions in
the
departed to seek th~ir opUnited States: Baruch college. Yet
port unities in the cornpct itcve
there are others who will feel
"outside" world. Yet this. unhaptense and uncertain as they expinessxoon disappears, 'for once
perience the pangs of education in
more t he, opportunity of meeting
a sometimes frustrating environ'new friends presents itself as
ment .
thousands of new students are
A few 'friendly words of advice
ready to commence their first
may prove beneficial to you all,
semester here. To all these new
during the weeks and monthsstudents who will be adding to the
ahead.. First, each new student
color and variety of the Baruch
should get involved in at least one
" community, I' take great pleasure
club ctivity, This is of tremendous~
, ~. in extending a warm ~~~~{-t 'l·~ftc~.~ ~uo~ feelj
, welcom~,..:.:..:. :.:.: " _. ' ' _' ,._;:.... ,...".,' .~,:~u~J10.ltl<.J(ltl,J\ ~Wi..Y.9.~~J
Havin8~Sed . through, 'the
' port~nity of.'-:neeting' ffi~nds who
,-

.

share

com m on
in t ere -; t s .
Remember that there are several
dubs at Baruch whose t'unct ion i"
to provide andinf'or mal feeling of
friendliness and belonging to their
members.
Secondly, utilize t he facilities
of the Student Center at 122 East
22nd Street and the lounge areas
located throughout the various
buildings of our school. The, SO..i dent, Center, especially, offers
extra-curricular activities and is a
much under-ut ili zed-' facility
which is open to ALLBaru~hians.
, With these few tips to make you'
feel at .home, on behalf of the en- .
tire Baruch cornmunriy, once
more·r ·bid a-heany welcome·to all.
new. Baruchians
and 'Q'.oorlLuck
as.\
. .
_
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<~. This column is "soul-ly' about' Horne". as is Lynn Blessings'
Blues is history by now; the BlueS .;:
~·.records.·.1t came into existence keyboard work on "Sbe'sLeavBrothers have already sold a.'·:'
·~··b-e·ca.use recordrcompanies are ing Home. n
million with theirvhigh spirhed".'
.,releasing·..
ever; increasing
Marvin.. Gaye HERE MY
. revivals of the great r 'n 'b.songs of
.' number of records and, as anyone-,"~--D84--R~mlaTP364. At the very
,:who buys records' knows, the least the album is creative. When
the last
decades. It~see~s II"· · · > · : ~ · p r k e o f
records isalso increasing. the album reaches inside the
Stax and ItS precursors won't. .'
~ ..Few: people can afford to 'buy a listener, and that's most of the
forgotten after all, new that e,.
':ecord 'in the blind'attoday's time,Marvin Gaye entices the
Blues Bros. are spreading .the
~'. prices. Consequently, we arego- mind and heart with vision of a
word to the white college crowd,
· ..ng to try to review the musk that love promised, a love denied, and.
and 'fantasy has revived the Stax- .
····s 'currently 'our,' dealwith some a love that has gone. Quite sim/Volt "Catalog.
..' .'
'. llder music you might have miss- ply the. man' has been able to
Briefcase 'Full of Blues (Atlantic
. "7' ed, and alert you (0' some of-the musically capture feelirlgs-nf love.
.' music that is scheduled to be . The music is as gentle as it is
19217) is' an exceptional alb~m;.
.:';·rereased
soon'.
. grieving' and the quiet statement
'these are no mere cover \"'ersions"-'
..
....
. Richard Pryor is back and what of love cannot be denied. Concep' by starry-eyed fans', although it is.'
is there to say. He is the one per- tually, the album is a synthesis of .
undoubtedly a tribute to an era. -'
. "sonthat is unequivocally "sicker" two of his earlier albums' What's
The Blues Brothers, a/k/a John
than' I am. 'HislaiesC album, Going On andLei'sGer/t Ononly
'Belushi and Dan Aykroyd of SatH'ANTED RICHARD PRYOR taken to higher ground, My favurday Night Live, have recruited ..
LIVE IN CONCERT, Warner orite cuts are' "Here My Dear
Steve Cropper and Duck Dunn of '
Brothers2BKS 3364 is' a two Met A Little Girl, " "Anger," "A
Booker T. and the M.G.'s (the
record album that 'is classic Funky Space Reincarnation
original Memphis Group which
Richard Pryer. As' usual, -the and "When Did.You Stop Loving
backed all those ·Stax/Volt' hits of
man, . seemingly holds' nothing. Me, When Did I. Stop Loving'
· ..sacred. Suffice it to say' that' the You." (P .S. Check.. out the
thesixties.)
man gives comedic, insights' in serious cover.)
The Stax sound of the sixties
police/black relations, Jim
(Knock on Wood. Hold On I'm
before Clinton, but it was Clinrorr S'aillasie!'\ .; Rastaman Vibra~
Brown, Leon SpinksvAli, black.
Foryouofreaks' that 'spank' ..
Coming) to the Muscle Shoals of
who madeitMarketablel)
tion!"(Of course if you're stoned
funerals, being sensitive, and and 'rock' and thangs, Grey and
the end of that decade (Don't
Enough history.. The album' is' on gaiifa~ you. do burst out
more.
Hanks YOU FOOLED ME AFL
Knock. M;)' Love.) Later the Flogreat, because Jake and Elwood laughing..'
.'
.
Make no mistake about it,. 1-3069 is non stop get up and get .
rida studios gained popularity
don't imitate, they. celebrate,
There are times when they do
Richard Pryor has 'peeped' down music. There are some
(Funkv Nassau. Clean up
downplaying the blues iii favor of get on the verge of putting you
human nature. This album oper- 'breaks' on this album that arc
. Woman. Rock Steady) which
the rhythm. Maybe white boys off, as in "Rubber Biscuit," with
ates on at least jwo levelsv First, not to be believed. Someone at
eventually gave way to. the TK
can't sing the blues, but these its ridiculous vaudeville .one-line
the album is hilarious .. Second,' RCA is on the case because the
Richard Pryor has made some as- entire album is smokin". The. two
sound of early disco ~K.C. and
ones sure got rhythm! And a inserts, and "I Don't Know,"
. tute observations about.people in monster cuts are the seven minute
the Sunshine Band, George Macsense of humor!
with Belushi incanting "bayyyy.,
general and black folks in par- and three second "Dancin"," and
Rae.).
. They slightly speed up King· beyl ," but the live recording is in" ticular.
. the five minute and thirty five secIt was' all these Southern stuFloyd's quirky, funky ."Groove -fectious and you just have to love
Al Jarreau ALL FLY HOME ond title cut, "You Fooled Me.
dios that developed the late-fif- . Me," and sing in a mock-serious them. Besides, they might get you'
Warner Brothers BSK 3229' is
. PAT METHENY GROUP
ties/early-sixries r'n'b that the
Jamaican accent. It's hard nor to to listen to the oriainal vers-ions,
another showcase of Al Jareau's, 'ECM 1-1114. This is one of those
Blues Brothers thrive on in this
laugh.but th~:. take themselves so. and that's the...whole point; isn't
. immense musical talentst ; His soothing 'jazz' albums you covet
age of "funky" everything (No,
seriously that you must too and. it?
.
voice virtually defies description yet want to share. The-group conVirginia, GeorgeClinton did not -. instead of ridiculing them,. you
The "Soul Man" 'single's qip_necausehe has the ability to make sists of Pat Metheny-e-S and 12
invent "funk, he mer~lysent it into simply smile with'. deliah; when side "Excuzez Moi Mon Cherie,"
his voice become almost any .in- string guitar Lyle Mays-piano •.
_.....:-......•• .
....
.... ."
''1, . . . ~
~<,/·rl• . " " · ' .,':~'.......
. " H . ' '. ;
. ·strument he .chosesvAddto that' . syntheizer
and. "autoharp, Mark
ouYer"space~''SunRawas'in-:s·pac~·:· t~ey sl!~~l!t~~':it~~~'::C~~i!~ is·nor:onllJe'.a~~:"J.i::· ""~.-' the facr thejnan can SING and Eganand ' Dan Gottlieb." ·.'<7S'='a--n-------..
. --.,.-."
,~.,
_ .. _-~
'~.-kJww ..you have--a·-.winrnng
Loseaze-" js-a peat:e~tll<effiposi- --- ..~ .. --~~:;':':
-cembination. M.y· particular tion that serves to showcase the:'
: favorites are: "Thinking About it group's cohesiveness. This 1.'001.,Too," "She's Leaving Home position is reminiscent of some
·.'.All," "Sitting on The Dock of earlier work by Joe Zawinul.
by Steven Koenig
The Bay," and "I'm Horne."
"Phase Dan~e" and "April Joy"
Far from seducing, Sam
FreddieHubbard's flugelhorn is are also noteworthy compovit ion . .
Shephard's new play Seduced
'especially noteworthy on "I'm on t he alburn.
puts you to sleep. Although
Shephard is sometimes obscure,
. TUITION· REFUNDS
he is ialmost always interesting,
With4.rawals:
Refund:
but this "rnyrhology" of Howard
Hughes' life is merely boring. It ..
on or before Feb. 1 100070
explains little of why l1e was a
Feb. 5-9
75070
recluse, but if this is what his·life
.
Feb.' 12-16
50070
was, we see ver:y little reas~n for
him to- be otherwise.
Feb. 19-23
25070
Thecunains
draw
back
on
a
.
After Feb. 23
NONE
hospital bed, venetian blinds,
palm trees, scattered kleenex
FEB. 22, 1.979
boxes,. and a movie projector,'
LAST··OAY TO RESIGN·
while Randy Newman's "It's
Lonely At The Top" plays loudly.
WITHOUT RECEIVING
Recluse Henry .Hackamore
A "W" GRADE
(Rip Torn) lies on the' bed with a
bottle of plasma connected to nis
arm·. Hisnai·lsare long an'd pointy
'(strangely, only one on each hand·
is like that) and his· bea'rd hangs
Hackamore asks the girls ·to- tell sh?me Shephard chose Newman
down long ana while. On the rare
him what life islij(e out there in', songs." Although . apptop~iate,·
.
occassions when he gets up from
the world:, acting out their s'tories, they greatly upstage the pl~y.
.
his bed, hesleps inio·.the kleenex
Qut these kids are hookers, not ac~
We finally wake up 'wh,eh Raul
. boxes and 'trud~es a~ound like a
tresses, and can't perform. He shoots Hackamore" Who refuses to'
corpse-lo-be.· Nothing. much . berates' them, as they whimper
make' him the beneficiary of his
nshis manservant· Raul
happe
"W~at is it yqu want?"
will. The s-e~ond' shot takes
(Ed &t·ra.kian) tries to talk to
It . seems Shephard feels' the Hackamore through the stars via
..."
...
....
him. Ifonlyitwerethe'·script.in-· same,'. for he'· says nothing a light show, and us into the cold
.•
.. stead of Hackamore· that was getthroughout two aCJs~ If the Cintent night via an escalator.
. .'
ting the transfusion!.
was to .provide a· portrait: of
. Rip Torn is consistently ex...
••.
ThiJigs are. livened uP' slightl.y· Jiughes, th.ere was no need for . cellent as the lonely serrile
t:
. ..'
...
. by the af·rivbal of two tarty caJl
this two hour caricature.
lunatic 7. bringing a . :.louch· of
".'
girls7 .pIayed~ike.cheap. 'satin' ., The second act has the girls d9~ . humanity that shi~s through' the' .
.
.. -::
hookers· f-roin bad fifties movies~ ing apathetic striptease to Randy ludricrous dialog. Even if Sedui;es' ,
'.
.
Their lines, how~ver7 are from. the' . Newmari's'cyilica1 "You C~n' doesn't 71t's wonderfulthat·quali-' "
' . '.
. ' .. " .
.. .
~
.~;
,':-; ...
comic 'book;'~d:"~'keephOPirig.-· Lea~e YOuTHat.On,.'7 verypoody: tyactorslikeTorn .keeptrYing ',: .·:APPIY:.:.~.il(····~.St~t·
'vern~
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Tuition·
Increase
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.

tuition

Cant. from p. 1

hurts. recruitment

Vi".yWe'll:MissYOIi

.

ef-

-forts ,"
universities nationwide is $575.

Second. as [0 his assertion that
t his increase will cause a decline in
enrollment, the National Council
....
on Financing of Postsecondary
Education found that every $100
increase in tuition results in a' 2070
to 4070 decline in enrollrnent.:
Even if there is no increase in
I'
SUNY . tuition, CUNY could
probably still expect an increase.
According [0 The New York
Times, Mayor Koch is using the
$100 increase to help plub New
York city's budget gap. ·It is
.expected . the city
will save
$5,200,000 a year with this tuition
increase. This tuition hike put
forth by the Mayor was included
with plans for cuts in tile policd
depart men t, social services,
~ ..
parks, the Board of Education
and other city agencies. These
measures werereleased by Mayor
Koch on January 15.
Dean of Students at Baruch
College, Jay Finkelman worries
about this increase. "The group I
am most concerned about are
those who will have to scrape
together this money, possibly
having to cut into their budgets
for. food, clothing and shelter.·
Also, it is not good for trying to
_ _--,-..... __E!tclin students. Anything that
moves us further away from free

~

I'

,-

This proposed tuition hike IS
still just that, proposed, and not
yet official. Only the Board of
Higher Education can impose a
tuition increase in the CUNY
system. But the reality of the
situation is that a decrease in state
and city aid leaves the Board of
Higher Education wit h tWO
choices: further cutbacks or
increased tuuion. As reponed in
the most recent c;dition of the
CUNY Voice•. one CUNY budget
official stated . that CUNY
colleges could not undergo rhe
same type of reductions that were
imposed in 1975. This seems to
leave only a tuition increase as a
means of coping with decreased
state and city contributions.

Reporter's Note:" In an effort to
present a balanced story, this
reporter "'as in contact with the
Mayor's Press Office. While I did
no! expect to talk directly with the
Mayor or one of his high'[level
aides, I at leas! wanted toget .a
statement from someo.,ne or a
press release concerning this
proposed tuition hike. I was
unable to talk with anyone who
had knowledge about the derails
of this hike, and was told "there
are no prepared statementsabout
the tuition.hike. "

.-"

..

.

(

After over J years of service-to
Baruch College and jts students,
Mr. Vincent lrrera resigned his
position as Assistant to -the
Director of Student Activities.and
pan-time Night Manager for a
position with Trans World
Airlines.
Vinny, as he was known to
everyone, was responsible for the
administrative functioning of the
Student
Activities
Office,
booking campus facilities for
programs sponsored by student
organizations under the supervision of three different Directors
,of Student Activities.

Attempted Rape
,

Cant. from p. 1
SCf\

icc. \\'c'rc ·~:onstantly

IC-

-chcduliug guards toget the most
coverage out of rhem and we're
constantly on the alert for danger
spot s. But even with all our efforts, we hope that the students
would alert us of~ anvrhinz
- "- sus'"
picious. The students should try
to protect themselves as best as
they can also. Were always available to provide service to anyone
in a dangerous .position and they
should contact us."
I ron ica lly, t here were two
guards on patrol in the 23rd Street
building ar the time the" incident
rook place.

Election Results
~-

Cant. from p. 1
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On
Smokers

-

of Rights. The hill declared I hcsc
basic rights:
.
Nonsmokers ha vc t he right
to breathe clean air. free from
Mr. Manning concluded by
harmful and irritating tobacco
smoke. This right supersede'>
saying, "I don 'r waru people to
the right to smoke when the
think that t here is a need to panic.
two
conflict.
Even in broad daylight with a
Nonsmokers have the right to
force of 23,000 men enforcing the
express-firmly, but politcly-slaw people 'are getting hurt. The
their discorn Iort and adverse
campus is adequately patrolled. If
. reactions- to tobacco smoke.
any students are apprehensive
They have the right to voice
about anything, they can contact
their objections when smokers.
the Security Department."
light up without asking.
The following is a description
Nonsmokers have the right to
take
action through legislative
the police and the Security Dechannels, social pressure or
partment have of the perpetrator:
any other legitimate means-as
Black, wearing a ski mask at the
individuals or in groups-to
time of the incident. He wore a
prevent or discourage smokers
blue parka-type jacket, jeans and
from polluting the atrnospchrc
sneakers. The· perpetrator stood
and to seek the restriction of
six f eet. weighed about 165
smoking in public places,
- _....--~
pounds and had a deep voice.
I use these rights as aguideline,
as. should others who are discom- .
fitted by tobacco smoke. It is .
unfortunate that we must cornpete with the omnipresent air pollution, and I see rio need for this
to be compounded by in-clas-,
smoking, which can have even
nestly hope that we can work more profound effects.
I n my five semesters at Baruch,
together to accomplish common
I
have
only had one instructor
goals in order to enhance and
improve the academic and social who prohibited smoking in thc
classroom. But t hc reason the
life at Baruch."
percentage of these
sma rt and
ccording to sources, a
gutsy" teachers is so small i-.
mplaint was filed against Hank
because teachers oflen are the
T ta, one of the presidential
worst offenders. And when a
candidates, during the election,
teacher lights up that's the cue for
"
for allegedly violating one of the
st uderus to smoke, too. All a
election rules. set forth by the
teacher has to do to ensure a safer
Senate Election Committee. A
classroom environment is inform
the students the first day of class
member on the committee
that
smoking is prohibited. Undeclined t? comment ~ther the
fortunately, these words are rarematter will be pursued but only
ly spoken. ·There is a t irnc and a
remarked that "no action is
place
for smoking; the classroom
currently being taken." If any
is not one of them.
action is taken; it may' lead to .
It's your life. Your health may
disciplinary actions against Hank
well depend on your desire and
Testa, such as placing a
ability to speak up when bothered
disciplinary letter in his personal
by tobacco smoke-both inside
college records.
and outside the classroom. Even
the U-.S. Surgeon General has
Since the new constitution has
said.
"Noh-smokers have as
been approved, zhere will be
much right to clean air and
elections again in late May
wholesome air as smokers have
because the new constitution
their
so-called right to smoke,
defines the term of office com- .
which .' I would redefine as a somencing in the fall of one year
called right to pollute. It is high
and terminating in the summer of
time to ban smoking from all conthe following year.
fined places such as restaurants,
Commenting on the elections,
theaters, airplanes, trains, and
Ann Mustafa, a Sophomore,
buses.. It is-time we interpret the
said, "Now that they have been
Bill of Rights for the non~smoker'
as well as the smoker." Amen.
.
elected, I hope they don't forget
~
Sincerely,
who elected them and the changes
Steven M. Moskowitz
they vowed to imple-ment ~nc~.
Copy
editorand
news reporter of
elected." Time will tell.
-.;
.be.T~r

On the winning team were also,
remarked, "They are all new butJeffrey Rosengarten and Steven
they seem energetic, eager and
Schachne for fees committee;
willing to work toward improving
Richard Stadtrnauer Senator. The
the quality of this college;" he
three vacant seats for the Bernard
continues, "unlike in the p
M. Baruch College Association
when there were groups of people
Inc. Board of Directors were
whose only interests were selffilled by Walter Bar andiaran ,
motivated due to close party ties,
Arthur Friedman and Bryan Gift.
this year I believe that" is not the
Victorious for the Student Center
case, they are not a bunch of
Board were Suzanne Bracker and
sheep who can be led by a couple
Lynne Bur sky.
of fast
talkers who . can
Upon her victory, for the
manipulate their thinking."
position
of Sophomore
When asked why he lost in his
Assembly-person in the school of
bid for the presidency, Walter
Liberal Arts and Sciences, Valerie
Barandiaran commented, "We
King, :~mphasized the need for
underestimated the freshmen
student government to "stay in
vote. It was a sad outcome for
touch with student feelings and
me, for the students and for the
ideas. We are not an elite
st udent organizations, but I feel
organization, as we are here for
that I have no excuses, for the
the students.
, fact that I lost the election by such
As the newly elected President,
a narrow margin because it was
Charles
St uto
wishes
to,
my conscious decision to start the
"structure the president's office
campaign two weeks later than
in such a manner that it makes the
any of the other candidates and to
presidency cater towards
stop one week earlier; for that I
academic problem (such as
apologize to all those who supprobation) and not be directly
ported me. We should look
involved in implementing social
forward to the next elections that
activities but enough to facilitate
will be taking place next May _and
them so the activities do exist.
although I may not be a canAfterall as Charles emphasizes,
didate, I intend to. endorse and
"the job of the government is to
support the candidate I feel is the "
best. "
govern. "
Commenting on his ability to - .. As far as the administration
is
.
work with the newly elected concerned, Charles anticipates.
'1~ ~~~.~ ...~,:-::.'...~
~.s.~Q):bJ~ 1?~~s<;>J:ts.. ~~~rles . "a working.. reJati(.msbip;
.
tt

to

~""

...

smile . ttlat
iranscends : ca. ring.
I
Sometimes he was taken for
. granted, but Vinnie has always
. maintained his integrity and
concern for students and their
needs. "
Everyone in the Student Ac- tivities Office wishes Vinny well
in his new endeavors and wants to
say thank you forall his help and
especially for being the kind of
person he is.

Cant. from p. 4

,

Reacting to his
victory,
President-elect
St ut o
remarked, "L am over helrning-.
iy pleased with the ou .orne; it's
. a nice reward for the tremendous effort put in and I feel that
I will be able to continue, set
forth and implement the concepts which the ABBA party has
endorsed in the past."
The vote count for the
Treasurer's position went as
follows:
Treasurer
(1356 out of 1443 Voting)
*DALO CHIN.(USA)
392
Harold Pollak (CBA)
302
Mitchell Rosenthal {Ind.) 275
Bruce Van Vort"{ABBA) 247
Howard Tanney (Ind.)
142
Commenting on Dalos victory, Charles Stuto remarked. "I
am very optimistic about working
with him, I feel that with his
qualifications and with his objectiveness, we will make a good
team; he is honest, which is the
inherent quality necessary for a
treasurer of student government." Dalo echoed similar
feelings as he said, "if we try, we
can really work together to
establish can effective student
government, even though we
come from differing parties
because if people are willing and
forget party alliances, we can
acc~pljshsomethill8;P.
. .~-

"Much 'of the credit for the'
stability office operations over
the .years goes to Vinnie;" according to Mr. Carl Aylrnan,
Director of Student Activities.
"Without Vinny's sense of order
and his' attention to detail,the
office would be chastic. Vinny
'will not be easily. replaced," Mr.
Aylrnan, added.
Vinny's -patience and understanding have made him a,
popular person among students
and student center staff. Ms.
Debra Blck. Assistant Director of
Student Activities, remarked that
"Vinny always greeted you with a
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